
A Reseller’s Checklist for 
Delivery Refusal & Best Practices

Reasons for delivery refusal

Per the Terms of Purchase, all orders must be received upon arrival.  Barring extremely 
rare exceptions, these are the only two permitted exceptions: 


Non-applicable order refusals penalties
 Refused shipping costs will not be refunded.
 Potential return shipping fees & storage fees may be charged to you. 
 The seller may opt to deny you from their Marketplace for unaccepted delivery refusal. 



Delivery refusal best practices 


If one of these situations applies to you, there are a few steps to ensure a speedy 
resolution:

If you feel an order is extensively damaged/hazardous to unload AND driver agrees, 
contact Customer Service PRIOR to refusing delivery. 

If you haven’t already, check out .The Complete Checklist for Receiving Inventory here

Have the driver document the BOL/Delivery Paperwork that the order being delivered does not match 
the order number. 

Have the driver document the BOL/Delivery Paperwork that the order being delivered does not match 
the Order details. 	

Photograph BOL/Delivery Paperwork with incorrect order ID number

Photograph of the inventory attempted to be delivered, while still in the truck. These photographs 
should be able to display the inventory type discrepancy & visible pallet IDs.

Contact B-Stock Customer Service Team with BOL/Delivery Paperwork that had attempted to be 
delivered (show order number in the image)




Contact the B-Stock Customer Service Team with BOL/Delivery Paperwork that had attempted to be 
delivered (show order number in the image)

Provide order details of the order you should have received. 
(Order ID and Auction Title helps)



Provide order details of the order you should have received. (Order ID and Auction Title helps)

 BOL/DELIVERY PAPERWORK INDICATES IT IS THE WRONG ORDER

2. IF THE MERCHANDISE AND THE BOL/DELIVERY PAPERWORK DO NOT MATCH AT ALL

 Bill of lading (BOL)/Delivery Paperwork indicates it is the wrong order number.
 If the merchandise and the BOL/Delivery Paperwork do not match at all. Example: If 

you won an appliance auction, but apparel is being delivered.



https://bstock.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/A-Resellers-Checklist-for-Receiving-Inventory.pdf

